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 Three o’clock in the morning is the time reserved to 

move the ranch and the weather into bed. At the old ranch, 

the night freight back from the west awakened us to feed 

the horses by then. Lots of worries disappeared in those 

bygone days on the way to a rendezvous at a gate or a 

windmill to round up cattle or sheep. 

 One thing that keeps coming up on the morning screen 

is what did the drouth in the 1950s teach us. Some time 

back, like three months ago, the dry horrors focused in 

mainly on sheep, the absent player in today’s drouth. Yet 

one day, stopped on the county road at the Wilson Mill 

across from the Stage Stand pasture on the old ranch, a 

memory flashed back on hollow-horns. 

 Clear as yesterday, a rider waters a big sorrel horse 

named “Chico” in the Stage Stand. He dismounts and sets his 

saddle up farther on the withers. He wears a dusty brown 

hat with a dun rawhide band. His shirt, blue cotton, comes 

from J.C Penny’s, his faded blue pants from Levi Straus 

(indirect), except a pair of horsehide chaps covers the 

legs. You can’t see his boots and spurs at that distance. 

However, the red bandana tied around his neck is quite 

visible. 



 Let’s just say it is February 1955, the fifth year of 

the Drouth. What goes on with this rider and his sorrel 

horse? Why is the rider leaning against Chico, staring back 

at his hip bone so distracted that a car coming down the 

road misses his attention? 

 I sure remember why. The ranch was trying to winter 30 

dry heifers in the Stage Stand pasture on 10 pounds per 

head a day of ground yellow corn splashed with sorghum 

molasses. One half mile to the east on the big draw, four 

head have fallen off a bluff, blind as moles — helpless. 

 We’ve spent two hours sooking 20 head along on foot at 

times, mounted others, horrified by cattle stepping in 

cactus and losing their way. (Sooking is a low call that 

cowboys use by corrupting sook, which is the way we called 

cattle in the old days.) 

 We’d gain 150 steps and lose 50. If you could see, 

you’d see the cattle stalled in a trail, black shadows 

about 200 yards from water. After a smoke, we go back. One 

little blocky cow starts following behind Chico. She bawls 

a mournful bit. The others begin to come along, too blind 

to run off. We lack six head to have the count. 

 They drink so hearty the pipe can’t fill the trough. 

Some begins to cough; one starts to choke. The chubby lead 



cow steps over into the trough to claim her share. Others 

fight for room. 

 Darkness overtook us on the ride to the house. Cowboys 

say days are short in February if you stay in bed until 

daylight and don’t have cows to milk or have horses to 

wrangle morning and night. Cowboys, on a monthly basis, 

draw more money per day in February, especially Leap Years. 

 The Big Boss answered the first ring from the hotel 

switchboard. His reply to bad news was always the same: “By 

gawd-a-mighty, I am so unlucky it could be raining soup and 

I’d be outdoors without a spoon.” A pause … “Did you re-

ride for the six head? Both you and Chico need to get more 

outdoor exercise ... You know the vet’s number — call him. 

It’s sure cold in Fort Worth. I look for the hotel to raise 

the thermostat, but I’d sleep better if it was a little 

cool.” 

 The vet found alfalfa by going over to the auction at 

daylight in San Angelo before hay sold out. I put out 10 

bales by lunch, less one or two chips for my horse. The 

trouble was Vitamin A deficiency blindness — no green 

grass, if you haven’t already guessed. By dark we had fed 

all but the four head off the bluff. Let’s skip that part. 

 The corn recipe cost $40 a ton. Any kind of range cube 

was $65 a ton delivered to the ranch. We had a hard time 



feeding the corn mixture left on hand. The stuff was too 

sticky to give to full wooled sheep. Ants sure liked it. 

 A week later, the Boss drove up. “Son, do you know if 

that Clementine mare foaled while I was gone? (Remember, 

Clementine’s the 15-cent bitch that ran over three fences 

after throwing off a kid in the White Mill.) Those Stage 

Stand heifers seem to be over being blind.” 

 Today the family doesn’t operate the Stage Stand 

Pasture. Parked on the county road, there’s not a hoof in 

sight. I didn’t learn enough to quit, but I am awful close 

sometimes today. 


